
NORDIC KNITS
with Birger Berge

Traditional Patterns, Exciting New Looks
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Birger Berge is a study in apparent contradictions: He’s both a 
trained historian and an Instagram star—a trend-setting contemporary 
designer, and at the same time deeply passionate about traditional pat-
terns and their origins. Berge was taught to knit as a child by his mother 
and grandmother, and for him, handcrafts have become a source of 
comfort and creative energy, and a well of endless inspiration. Now, he 
blends his own distinctly modern style, a love of contrasts and dynamic 
color combinations, and the classic beauty of Norwegian patterning in 
this collection of stunning knitwear designs.

Inside, you’ll find:

 Eye-catching and varied knitting projects, including sweaters, cardi-
gans, scarves, hats, mittens, and home décor and accessories.

 Striking, wearable garments for everyone, featuring timeless motifs in 
vivid colors and compelling combinations.

 Beautiful full-color photographs, easy-to-read charts—and Birger 
Berge’s characteristic attention to detail and flair for composition, in-
dulged to the fullest.

TRADITIONAL NORWEGIAN PATTERNING
Meets Modern Knitting Design
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SKILL LEVEL
Experienced

SIZE
Will fit a large yogurt cup

MATERIALS
Yarn:
CYCA #1 (fingering) Sandnes Garn Sisu (80% wool, 
20% nylon, approx. 191 yd/175 m / 50 g)

Yarn Colors and Amounts:
White 1001: 50 g
Charcoal Heather 1088: 50 g

Needles:
U. S. size 0 / 2 mm: set of 5 dpn.

Crochet Hook:
U. S. size A / 2 mm

GAUGE
30 sts in pattern = 4 in / 10 cm. 

Adjust needle size to obtain correct gauge if necessary.

COVER
With dpn and White, CO 88 sts. Divide sts onto 
dpn and join. Knit 1 rnd. Work in pattern following 
chart until cover is 4¾ in / 12 cm long or desired 
height.
 Crochet the top of the cover: work 1 sc in each 
knitted st around. Work 4 more rnds sc. Join last st 
with a sl st, cut yarn and fasten off.

BASE
Crochet the base: ch 5, and join last ch to first with 
1 sl st. 
Rnd 1: Work 8 sc around ring and join with 1 sl st.
Rnd 2: Work 2 sc in each sc of rnd below = 16 sc.
Rnd 3: Beginning in sc nearest hook, *work 1 sc, 
work 2 sc in next sc*; rep * to * around = 24 sc. 
Rnd 4: *Work 1 sc in each of next two sc, 2 sc in 
next sc*; rep * to * around = 32 sc.
Rnd 5: *Work 1 sc in each of next three sc, 2 sc in 
next sc*; rep * to * around = 40 sc.
Continue increasing on every rnd with 1 more sc 
between increases on each rnd until base is large 
enough to cover bottom of cup. Finish by cutting 
yarn and fastening off. Sew base to cover around 
cast-on edge.

Weave in all ends neatly on WS.

FLOWERPOT COVER

Upcycling is a major trend in Norway these days; it involves taking something you might  
usually throw away and making it into something new instead. If you eat a lot of yogurt,  

you can upcycle the cups into little flowerpots—and then knit some covers for them.

White 1001

Charcoal Heather 1088
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